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COMPUTER CHATTER

A TALE OF TWO COMETS
By various authors (identified where known)
Edited for the WASP from electronic media
by Douglas E. Goudie

The first significant comet for amateurs in 1996 is
called Comet Hyakutake. Actually, it was discovered on
Christmas day. It's about a tenth magnitude object and
will brighten to a predicted 8.3. Comet hunters will find
it in the morning sky in Libra. An eccentricity of 1.0
(parabola) usually means the orbit still has to be refined
and revised. An ephemeris will be available at the
MCCC meeting. The following elements are from the
IAU circular #6281.
COMET HYAKUTAKE (C/1995 Y1)
(Perihelion date) T: 1996 FEB 23.938
(eccentricity) e: 1.00000
(Perihelion distance) q: 1.06376 A.U.
(Argument of perihelion) Peri: 45.516 0
(Longitude of Ascending) Node: 195.8630
(Inclination) i: 54.22 0
Absolute Mag.: 7.51
Mag. Coefficient: 10.0
Epoch: J2000

Just who are these guys and why are they on the front
page of the WASP?
If you guessed Alan Hale (top picture) and Thomas
Bopp (bottom picture) you would be right You have
read about their discovery here, you had the chance to
read their autobiographies. now see them and their
discovery!

see Computer Chatter on page 4

Sub Group Update
The Deep Sky group will be meeting on one Saturday
per month. These meetings will occur near new moon,
at Doug Bock's Northern Cross Observatory. The first
meeting is scheduled for Jan. 20th. And, if there is interest, Doug will have a program for these events.
The Computer group will continue to meet on the 4th
Thursday of the month. These meetings will continue at
Larry Kalinowski's home. Please contact Larry for confirmation of time.

Photo Credit: Eleanor Helin, Donald Hamilton, Brian
Kern. Palomar Observatory
This striking image of Comet Hale-Bopp (above photo)
was taken with the 60-inch telescope at Palomar Observatory on July 30 UT by Eleanor Helin, Donald Hamilton and Brian Kern. On the same night this image was

"I think there is a world market for maybe five
computers."- Thomas Watson, Chairman of
IBM. 1943. from Quotes in Hindsight

See Hale-Bopp on page 5
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Congratulations to the recipients awards at the recent
Holiday Awards Banquet.
Bob Halsall
Searles Award
Larry Kalinowski
Distinguished Service
Blaine McCullough
Distinguished Service
Ben Talbert
Amateur of the Year
Congratulations to the following people were recognized for their contributions:
Bob Watt
Greg Milewski
Jeff Bondono
John Herrgott
Lorna Simmons
Blaine McCullough
Angie Judd
Louis Namee
Toni Bondono
Doug Goudie
Marty Kunz
Glenn Watkins
Paul Strong

John Herrgott
Jeff Bondono
Gary Kndrat
Blaine McCullough
Glenn Wilkins

The Warren Astronomical Society, Inc., is a local, non-profit organization of
amateur astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first and third
Thursdays of each month, starting at 7:30 p.m.
First Thursday meeting:
Third Thursday meeting:
Cranbrook: Institute of Science
Macomb Community College
1221 North Woodward Ave
South campus, Bldg. B, Room 209
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
14600 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, Michigan
Membership and Annual Dues
Student
College
Individual Family
Senior Citizen
$12.00
$17.00
$25.00
$30.00
$17.00
Send membership applications and dues to the treasurer:
Glenn Wilkins
4233 Brightwood Drive
Troy, MI 48098
Among the many benefits of membership are
Discount magazine subscription:
Astronomy
$20.00 (12 monthly issues)
Sky & Telescope
$20.00 (12 monthly issues)
Loaner telescopes (with deposit). See 2nd VP.
Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups. See chairpersons.
Free use of W.AS. library. See librarian.
Call list: don't miss unexpected events.
Free membership in Astronomical League, including Reflector newsletter.
More benefits are listed in Member Booklet
The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of the WASP is made available at the
Macomb meeting on the third Thursday. Non-members will be charged
$1.00 for each new issue. Back issues, when available are free. Requests
by other clubs to receive the WASP and other correspondence should be
addressed to the editor.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be
submitted to the editor on or before the first Thursday of each month. Any
format of submission is accepted, however the easiest forms for this editor
are files in plain text format, and graphics in PCX format. Materials can
either be transmitted in person, via US Mail, via direct modem connection
at the phone number listed below (call using Voice first), or E-mailed on the
Internet to
For further information on contribution, see or call the editor:

Snack, Snacks
A special Thanks to Maryann Grueling-THANKS!
Maryann has officially become the new refreshment
chairperson, I encourage all of you to sign up to bring a
snack to the club meetings.

Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinion of their authors
and are not necessarily the opinion of the Warren Astronomical Society or
this editor. The WASP reserves the right to edit or deny publication of any
submission.
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Society. Located on the
grounds of Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank
Road, Stargate features a12.5 inch f/17 club built telescope under a steel
dome. The observatory is open to all club members in accordance to the
"Stargate Observatory Rules" published in the member handbook. Those
wishing to use the observatory must call the 2nd VP by 7:00 p.m. on the
evening of the session. The coordinates for Stargate Observatory are 82°
56' 0.4' W, 42° 46' N.
Library. The Society maintains a library of astronomy-related books and periodicals at the Macomb meeting room. See the librarian, Louis Namee, to
check out a book.
Special interest groups
Computers
Larry Kalinowski
Deep Sky
Doug Bock
Lunar/Planetary Riyad Matti
Solar
Marty Kunz
Math
John Herrgott
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"If I had thought about it, I wouldn't have
done the experiment. The literature was full
of examples that said you can't do this."
Spencer Silver on the work that led to the
unique adhesives for 3-M "Post-It" Notepads. from Quotes in Hindsight

This Month in History
brought to us by Brian Benning. All information is
from the calendar, Exploring the Universe 1996, from
the creators of Astronomy magazine in cooperation
with the Planetary Society.
Feb. 3

Luna 9, first craft to soft land on the Moon,
1966

Feb. 4

Clyde Tombaugh born, 1906

Feb. 7

Bruce McCandless, first untethered space
walk, 1984 .

Feb. 15

Galileo born, 1564

Feb. 16

Gerard Kuiper discovers Miranda, moon of
Uranus, 1948

Feb. 18

Clyde Tombaugh discovers Pluto, 1930

Feb. 19

Nicolas Copernicus born, 1473 Feb. 20
John Glenn, first American in orbit, 1962

Feb. 23

Supernova 1987A explodes, 1987

Feb. 24

Discovery of first pulsar announced, 1968

NGC 2158 at 06h07m +24_06'
This open cluster might just be my favorite one of all
the non-Messier cluster I know of. It's certainly
among the easiest to find, being just 30' southeast
from M35. I couldn't see this cluster from Madison
Heights, but from Stargate it should be visible in an 8"
scope as a 5' angelfish-shaped misty patch. Crank up
the power, and you should be able to resolve this
glow into many of the 150 very faint member stars.
The cluster is extremely rich, compressed and very
well-detached from the field stars. Once you get in
the area, if you're at a dark enough sky there's no
mistaking it. The brightest member stars that I've
seen are a 10th magnitude star in the center of the
southern edge of the cluster, and a line of 12th magnitude stars running along the western edge. My
14.5" scope at 478x resolved about 30 stars on a
night with high transparency by poor seeing. A better
night should resolve more. The distance that I have in
my database for M35 is 2800 light years. NGC 2158
is listed at 16000 light years, almost 6 times as far.

Ready! Aim! Shoot!
For all of those who enjoy taking pictures, this invitation is just for you. This
year, we would like the presentation at
the Annual Banquet, to be pictures of
club events from 1996. Please call John Herrgott for
more information concerning the chance to shoot an
event for the club.

Speakers Wanted
Speakers are needed for our club
meetings. Pick whatever topic interests you. Suggestions include your
observations; how to use telescopes, binoculars or star charts;
types of telescopes or mountings;
the moon; the sun; meteors; comets; planets; satellites; star testing;
telescope-making; software demos;
cosmology; astrophotography; ccds
and image processing; astronomyrelated places of interest; etc. Use
your imagination and volunteer for
a presentation by contacting Jeff
Bondono.

ReminderOur afternoon at the Detroit Science Center will
occur on Jan. 27, 1996. We will meet at the
Center at 1 p.m.
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leave it that way until you have to change something on
the disk again.
Computer shows in late January will be in Livonia,
Saturday, the 20th, at the Livonia Elks lodge Hall,
31117 Plymouth Road, one block east of Merriman. In
Taylor, on Saturday, the 27th, at the Democratic Club
of Taylor, 23400 Wick Road, four blocks east of Telegraph Rd. and Madison Heights, on Sunday, the 28th,
at the U.F. & C.W. Hall 875 Horace Brown Drive, one
block east of 175 and one block south of Thirteen Mile
Rd.
The guest speaker at the January computer meeting will be John Herrgott. The subject, laptop computers. John will have a show and tell program featuring
his recently acquired computer. The computer meetings continue at my residence at 15674 Flanagan, in
Roseville. You can reach me at 810-776-9720, for further information. I'm located two blocks west of M-97
(Groesbeck Hwy.) and two blocks north of Common
RD. (12-1/2 Mi. Rd.). My house is on the south side of
the street about seven or eight houses from the comer.
look for a yellow porch light. The next two meetings will
be on the fourth Thursdays of January and February,
the 25th and 22nd, respectively.

Computer Chatter continued from page 1

The computer group presented a check for $113 to
the WAS, to be used as the membership wishes. That
was the profit made selling shareware during the 1995
fiscal year. The shareware software library has now
grown to twenty-seven programs. Information sheets
about the software can be obtained at any of the WAS
MCCC or Cranbrook meetings. The latest program
added is called CAAS SKY GUIDE, by the Central Arkansas Astronomical Society. It's a graphical quiz
about stars, constellations and Messier objects. The
Sky Guide was distributed, free of charge, to all those
that attended the December computer meeting. Many
thanks to those who have supported the club's shareware sales.
Intel announced the availability of their latest Pentium design for computer manufacturers. The Pentium is
available with clock speeds of 150 and 166 Mhz. Computers utilizing the souped-up Pentium will retail between two and three thousand dollars.
The December Awards Banquet was another hit for
the club. About sixty people were present, roughly sixty
percent of our membership. I would like to thank the '95
officers and other board members, for their thoughtful
award.
Watch out for millennium fever. According to historians, it ran rampant at the end of the last millennium.
Superstition abounded with end of the world and
doomsday prophecies. It's starting to show up again in
this decade and will no doubt get worse as we get closer to the year 2000. As much as I hate to admit it, HaleBopp will probably contribute much to help the spread
of the fever. If it becomes as bright as predicted, astrology and religious fanatics will call it the doomsday comet or something of that sort. The year 2000 also has a
planetary grouping that will, no doubt, bring fanatics out
of the woodwork. You and I will see a much increased
concern about things relating to life and reasons for
repenting and preparing for eternity. As astronomers,
we're in quite a responsible position. We can play a
very important role in calming fears that will grow
stronger as the end of the millennium approaches. We
should bring celestial events into proper perspective.

The following letter was submitted to Glenn Wilkins in December. The club members thank
Larry and the Computer Group
for their generosity.

COMPUTER TIP OF THE YEAR. This tip is so important that I've renamed it. It has to do with your computer system. BE SURE YOU HAVE A BOOTABLE
SYSTEM DISK for the A: drive. If you don't have one
that's up to date, make one with the command FORMAT A: /S. This tip applies only to DOS type computers
with system software that is vulnerable to accidental
Changes. All DOS operating systems need one to recover from viruses, hard drive problems and just plain
operator errors. If you have a set of original DOS disks,
chances are the first disk in the set is bootable, but the
only way to tell for sure is to insert the disk into the A:
drive and reboot your computer. If the computer comes
up running with the A: prompt on the screen, your safe.
If not, make one as soon as possible. If you're capable,
copy over some of your DOS commands like FORMAT
and FDISK to your new bootable disk. Also copy the
system files AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS. You'll
need those files to recover from any computer system
failures. Set the write protect slide to on (open) and
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Glen,
This is the profit made at selling
shareware at various meetings with
the WAS and other clubs. You'll find
a money order for $113.00 enclosed. Please deposit it in the WAS
treasury. It can be used for any purpose the club or membership desires.
Larry
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taken I was two miles away conducting a public star
party at the Palomar Observatory Campground. We
had 110 people in attendance that night. Although they
all were interested in the night sky, only a handful were
amateur astronomers. I showed the comet to 50 people
that night in my 18-inch Dobsonian telescope. The
comet was in exactly the position portrayed in this image. However, it didn't look like this image. Most astronomical subjects, such as galaxies, nebulas, and comets, appear brighter in photos than to the naked eye
looking through a telescope. This is because the human eye cannot accumulate light over time as film can.
On the other hand, brighter image (and computer false
color processing) aside, there is something emotive, or
even spiritual, about looking at galaxy or comet with
your own eyes. It is one thing to look at a picture of
M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy. It is quite another to see it
with your own eyes and realize that the photons hitting
your eye left that galaxy some 14 million years ago!
There is a connection one often feels that never happens by looking at a photograph. - Russell Sipe

Steward Observatory Image of Comet Hale-Bopp
(above photo)
Observers: David Harvey
Location: Steward Observatory, Arizona
Date: October 14,1995
The Steward Observatory 90" f/9 RC Reflector was
used to take this 60 second unfiltered and unprocessed CCD frame on a loral 2k x 2k chip binned
3x3. The exposure was started at 01:58:23 UT on
October 14, 1995. The field of view is 5 x 5
arcminutes. False color was used to better bring out
the coma and its shape.
This is the final instalment of an article submitted by
Doug Goudie. Due to space limitations, the article was split
into three parts. The editor takes full responsibility for the
possibility of any errors the arrangement of the article may
have caused.

SAAO Images of Comet Hale-Bopp (above photo)
Observer: Dave Buckley
Location: South Africa Astronomical Observatory
Date: October 2, 1995
Comet Hale-Bopp on October 2, 1995 taken with the
1.0-m telescope at SAAO
Sutherland. North is at the top and east to the left. All
pictures by

Planning on moving up to a larger scope? Have some
eyepieces you want to sell? Looking for astronomical or
computer items to buy, swap, or sell? Contact the editor for information on making this space your own.
Any guesses?
What celestial body is this?
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Please take a few minutes to fill in this questionnaire. The editor will try to incorporate your suggestions into the upcoming WAS papers. These forms may be returned during the meetings or
mailed to the editor during January and February. Thanks for your input.

Circle the appropriate number
1=ALWAYS
2=MOST OF THE TIME
3=SOMETIMES
4=NEVER

1. I read:
Computer Chatter ..........
Louie the Librarian .........
Snacks, Snacks ............
Masterpieces Messier Missed
Calendar of Events .......
Minutes of Meetings ......
Featured Articles ...........

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2. I would like to see:
less pages/more pages/just the right amount of pages in each issue
3. I find the calendar at the end of each issue:
Useful ............................
1
2
3

4

4. I would like to suggest the following:

Thanks
WASP
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